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TOLY WOOD
freedom in creativity
trust in performance
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Company Profile

TOLY WOOD Bahrain Decor Construction is passionate in construction. We believe that being a builder 
execute a high standard and satisfaction services. We are here to advocate respect of our trade and 
deliver a high-quality product with a minimum fuss.
Managers at Decor Construction are well-experienced within the Gibraltarian and Spanish construc-
tion business We have developed close relationships with the most excellent design allies and subcon-
tractors in every market. Decor Construction provides a hassle-free integrated service and operational 
approach to every aspect of the project, from pre-construction across the delivery of keys.
Our workforce is trained to work at its best in meeting the highest standards as possible and to com-
ply with the latest building regulations, satisfactorily meeting the client’s requirements. We believe 
that skilled and qualified workers are the key to success. As we conclude that our people signifies the 
difference.
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Our Mission

TOLY WOOD Bahrain at Decor Construction has always been our philosophy to create partnerships with 
our clients. We work with building owners and managers through various services that help our clients 
control their costs while getting the most value from their building.
When people ask about us, we always maintain that our most valuable asset are the people who make 
up our company. Our team consists of diverse, highly trained individuals who are dedicated to provide 
excellent workmanship.
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Our History

TOLY WOOD Bahrain They are the reason why we are one of the best construction companies. At Decor 
Construction we value long term client relationships. We don’t need to advertise extensively because our 
business comes from the referrals of our client’s satisfaction. We establish assurance of agreement and 
follow-ups with our clients to maintain undeniable trust.
We pursue to continue to be the best and number one construction company for many years to come. 
When people talk about us we want our commitment of quality service to be what they remember. From 
residential construction to commercial construction, we always provide the highest quality workmanship 
available.



Our Targets
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Stainless Steel and Mild Steel

Steel is one of the most common materials in the world, representing an industry that produces 1.3 billion 
tons a year, and it is a material used throughout the construction of many architectural fabrications. There 
are many sub-categories of steel and depending on the various qualities and characteristics of a build the 
choice of steel selected may vary. The properties that vary the most between steel types are strength, ductil-
ity, hardness, aesthetics, and cost. Depending on your scope of work, selecting the proper steel type for the 
job can benefit the quality of the project and cost.

Stainless steel: It is defined as a steel alloy with a minimum of 11.5 wt% chromium content.Stainless steel 
does not stain, corrode or rust as easily as ordinary steel (it “stains less”), but it is not stain-proof. It is 
also called corrosion resistant steel when the alloy 
type and grade are not detailed, particularly in the 
aviation industry.

Mild steels: Carbon steel is sometimes referred to 
as ‘mild steel’ or ‘plain carbon steel’. The American 
Iron and Steel Institute defines a carbon steel as 
having no more than 2 % carbon and no other 
appreciable alloying element. Carbon steel makes 
up the largest part of steel production and is used 
in a vast range of applications. Typically carbon 
steels are stiff and strong. They also exhibit ferro-
magnetism (i.e. they are magnetic). 
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Metal Fabrication

The Engineering Division has acquired wide experience in heavy fabrication and associated manufacturing activities 
connected with aluminum smelter refineries & other major companies in BAHRAIN and around the Gulf.
Our facility has been accredited to ISO 9002 by DNV. Every activity affecting the quality of company’s prod-
ucts is controlled by documented procedures to ensure that the customer requirements are satisfied. BAHRAIN 
WORKSHOP COMPANY is a well-established and repu-
table company offering a superbly equipped facility and 
a diverse range of services such as:
• Fabrication & Welding
• Precision Machining
• Foundry (Casting)
• Blasting & Painting
• Galvanizing
• Rotating Equipment’s Division
• Site Operations
The Engineering Division was further diversified with 
the addition of CNC wire cut and CNC milling machine 
forming Die Division. The Die Division concentrates on 
the manufacture of extrusion Dies used in the aluminum 
industry. In conjunction, a foundry is currently function-
ing with an induction furnace with high capacity.
Our manufacturing facilities include 150,000-sq. ft. cov-
ered area, which houses the Machine shop, heavy fab-
rication shop and light fabrication shop. EOT cranes varying from five tons to twenty tons lifting capacity cover 
the entire production area.
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CNC & Spray Painting

Well equipped with latest modern machineries such as Wire-cut, EDM, CNC, Milling, CNC Lathe and techni-
cal know-how accumulated. Applying newest CAD/CAM, we ensure that we can supply optimal products 
through our quality assurance system.
Design & Drawings: Computerized designs services are provided in all major disciplines. Area in which work 
is carried out includes system design, process design, equipment specifications, detailed electro-mechanical 
design, plant layout, and piping design, electrical & instrumentation.
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Interior Fit Out Contracting

TOLY WOOD, one of the leading interior fit-out contactor in the kingdom of Bahrain with many projects to 
showcase its ability and skillset. Indeed, since its inception, the company has been undertaking many presti-
gious Interior fit out contracts for major retailers from around the globe.

Our history is one of innovation – one marked by creative approaches, as well as the development of in-
creasingly sophisticated systems, reflecting a unique blend of technical expertise technologies.

We have crafted more than 100 outlets in Bahrain City Center alone, and many in the other shopping 
centers in the country.

Superior responsiveness to customer needs is another al Riyadh technical services hallmark, the engineers 
and support staffs take special pride in their ability to serve clients in an efficient, individualized and effec-
tive manner.
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JOINERY

Alternative energy is often measured as: any energy source that is an alternative to fossil fuel. These alterna-
tives are intended to address concerns about such fossil fuels. It causes less pollution also.

The nature of what constitutes an alternative energy source has changed considerably over time, as have 
controversies regarding energy use. Today, because of the variety of energy choices and differing goals of 
their advocates, defining some energy types as “alternative” is highly controversial.

In a general sense, alternative energy as it is currently conceived, is that which is produced or recovered 
without the undesirable consequences inherent in fossil fuel use, particularly high carbon dioxide emissions 
(greenhouse gas), an important factor in global warming.

While many renewable energy projects are large-scale, renewable technologies are also suited to rural and 
remote areas and developing countries, where energy is often crucial in human development. United Nations’ 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has said that renewable energy has the ability to lift the poorest nations 
to new levels of prosperity. 
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Corian Solid Surface

For over 200 years dupont has pushed the boundaries of industry, inventing new materials and techniques 
and opening up new applications and solutions. This track record of successful invention has made a major 
contribution, both functionally and aesthetically, to global markets, projects and end-user products.

Corian high-tech surface beautifully exemplifies this capability. Created to offer a higher performance alter-
native to conventional surfacing materials, it is now internationally recognised for its value to the world of 
design and architecture. Corian is renowned for exceptional versatility, beauty and almost limitless applica-
tions for residential, public and commercial environments, both indoor and outdoor. From kitchens to lighting, 
home automation systems to touch control surfaces, bathrooms to the skin of buildings and furnishing and 
fashion accessories: the “alchemy” of Corian can be found in an extensive and expanding range of everyday 
products, systems and designs. Corian embodies the spirit of endless evolution, built on world-class expertise 
in science, technology and marketing and an enviable heritage of genuine innovation.
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Internal Decoration

For Clients who want us to remain actively involved through- 
out the design project we offer a Full service interior design. 
We will work with you to develop a design program; research 
building codes; choose/secure furnishings, color, appliances, 
fixtures, lighting, window treatment and accessories; assist 
you in choosing a contractor; and develop and manage bud-
gets and schedules.

Conceptual Design For clients who prefer to do much of the 
interior design work themselves, we offer a conceptual design 
services. We will develop a furniture plan, color scheme, and 
suggest sustainable materials and furnishings based on your 
taste. You can ten furnish the space on your own based on 
your own schedule and budget.

Our services include Concept Development capture clients vi-
sion and transform into an interior design plan establish proj-
ect time frames and budget guidelines bid Specifications color 
and material selection. Options are considered in floor and 
wall coverings, furniture, accessories, colors, materials, interi-
or lighting, communications and audio-visual design. Selection 
of all materials, colors, light fixtures, artwork etc. Procure-
ment Final budget requirements are established by evaluation 
of bids and selection of vendors and contractors. Installation 
Construction, purchasing, supervision and coordination of 
your entire design project



Our Achievement
&

What We Can Do More...
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